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Current state of PM:
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Only 35% feel their goals are aligned with the 
company’s objectives

Only 35% say they have been given useful 
feedback from their manager

Less than half (49%) see their reviews as 
accurate

Only 47% say reviews motivate them to work 
harder

Only 40% say when they do a good job their 
performance is rewarded

Companies Employees
Only 8% say “drives high levels of value”

58% say “it is not an effective use of time”

Only 20% pleased with their process 

35% feel process help them significantly 
improve their business performance

The average effectiveness rating across 11 
PM objectives was only 28% favorable

Costs $1-10K per manager, $90-900 per ee

84% plan to change their process



The problem with PM 1.0
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3Paradigms

Assumptions Beliefs

Mental ModelsValues

The thinking behind our practices is outdated

Practices

Our practices are not driving positive 
outcomes

Propaganda

We are pointing PM at the wrong problem

We are looking for guidance in the 
wrong places and change is hard

Purpose
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The Purpose Problem
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PM 1.0 is tethered to rewards…
22 PM purposes*

Too many stakeholders with conflicting 
expectations

Evolved from performance appraisal, to MBO, 
to modern PM and pay for performance

Result of institutionalization, inattention, and 
strategic neglect

The real goal of PM is rewards differentiation
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Strategic
Administrative
Informational

Developmental
Organizational Maintenance
Documentation

*Aguinis, 2013
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Other

Compl iance with legal regulation

Increased transparency and visibility of…

Line of sight

Attaining or exceeding goals

Increased individual accountability

Developing employees for  future…

Improving performance

Ability to differentiate rewards

Objectives of PM Process

US employers allocate an estimated $345 billion annually on 
merit increases and bonuses.

Shaw & Mitra, 2017

WorldAtWork, 2017

The real goal of PM is differentiation of rewards, 
and this isn’t changing
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…and it isn’t delivering
Only 36% feel they are fairly paid

Just 32%  say merit pay is effective at differentiating 
pay based on individual performance.

Only 20% found merit pay to be effective at driving 
higher levels of individual performance

Only half say short-term incentives are effective at 
driving higher levels of individual performance

47% say short-term incentives are effective at 
differentiating pay based on individual performance

Only 12% are very successful at differentiating pay
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“Despite embracing the concept of pay for 
performance, a surprisingly large number of 
employers say their programs aren’t doing 
what they were designed to do: drive and 
reward individual performance.” 

SHRM, 2017

“Our research shows these pay for 
performance tools (merit pay, 
incentives) are not effective at driving 
improved individual performance, nor 
at rewarding it. “

Willis Towers Watson, 2016
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The Practice Problem
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The case against feedback
It doesn’t uniformly improve performance

Divorced from goals

Too personal, disconnected from the work, 
task at hand

Seen as negative; supervisors feel they are 
more effective when they are delivering 
negative feedback

Positive feedback is more effective, negative 
feedback better for prevention goals

Progress motivates, not feedback
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The case against ratings
“Evaluating performance” means ratings

Supervisors are flawed, biased measuring instruments

Only about 25% of the variation in performance ratings is 
explained by differences in employees, achievements

Nothing has improved this substantially (rating scales, training, 
forced distribution, 360-degree feedback, calibration)

Motive is a bigger problem than ability.  Supervisors have many 
reasons for their ratings, accuracy isn’t at the top of the list  
Employee performance has more to do with luck, “the system,” 
the team, organization factors that employees don’t control

Employees say they want to be rated…how else would we do it?

Employees don’t see their rating or the rating process as fair

Ratings don’t motivate people
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How many F’s?
“Finished files are the result
of years of scientific study
combined with the experience
of years”

Autokinetic Effect,  Sherif, 1938
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The case against traditional rewards
Money isn’t always central in driving people’s efforts, choices 

Money is strongly related to attraction and joining but not to 
happiness, satisfaction, engagement, performance, retention, 
and innovation

People are biased to think others are motivated by money

People think they are above average performers; they think they 
will benefit from pay for performance

Money, P4P changes people, making them less cooperative

Emphasizing money makes money more important; it changes 
peoples motivational frames

P4P doesn’t broadly improve performance, productivity, 
innovation, or retention and can produce unwanted side effects 

Differentiation of rewards doesn’t broadly lead to better 
outcomes for people or organizations, especially if collaboration 
is required
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“Someone who is exceptional in their role is not 
just a little better than someone who is pretty 
good, they are 100 times better.”

--Mark Zuckerberg
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The Paradigm Problem
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Why do we do things this way?
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Practices Assumptions/Beliefs Theories Paradigms
Contracts
Contingencies
Surveillance
Criticism
Correction
Evaluation
Differentiation
Inequality
Carrots and sticks

“Work for rewards”
“Raise the bar”
Ees want to know where they stand
Ratings motivate
Performance can be measured
“Some dogs like the race”
Money motivates
If we don’t pay for performance, what 

do we pay for?
Pay the player, not the team
“We can’t afford to pay for everyone’s 

performance”
“Feed the eagles”

Classical economics
Agency theory
Tournament theory
Law of Effect
Behaviorism
Control Theory
Expectancy theory
Measurement theory

Meritocracy
Zero-sum thinking
Extrinsic motivation
Scarcity
Individualism
Elitism
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The Propaganda Problem
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Strong forces hold PM 1.0 in place
Benchmarking and institutional envy push 
companies toward the mode
Lack of accessibility of scientific research 
keeps ”facts” out of the conversation
Many factors make change hard

Institutionalization
PM is tied to everything
Big technology
Fatalism and rationalization
“Pebble in the shoe”
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“Mock on, mock on, ‘tis all in vain. You throw the sand 
against the wind, and the wind blows it back again.”

― William Blake
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Trending solutions…will they work?

PM
Feedback.  More of it, feedback culture, 
continuous PM, crowdsource

Ratingless PM

Management behavior and skills

Separate Evaluation & Development

Simplify, reduce the burden

Technology

Rewards
Shift money from merit to variable pay

Spot bonuses

Non-cash rewards, recognition

Segmentation.  Give key talent more

“Total rewards” 

Strategic rewards…“pay for __________”

More transparency, better communication
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“The Future” Problem
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PM 1.0 won’t work in the future
PM 1.0 Requirements
¤ Jobs with specific, well-defined responsibilities, 

expectations

¤ Performance that can be measured quantitatively

¤ Stable, routine jobs where objective remain relevant for 
the year

¤ Jobs where individual efforts translate into individual 
performance

¤ Traditional hierarchical organizations, low spans of 
control, co-location to monitor performance  

¤ Supervisor “owns” his/her staff, controls processes to 
manage performance, rewards

¤ Employees who accept “the game,” consequences

¤ Increasing supply of money fund budgets

The future
¤ VUCA

¤ Agile

¤ Flatter organizations, high spans of control

¤ Teams, team-based structures

¤ Partnerships, gig workers, contractors, networks

¤ Outsourcing, Automation

¤ Complex jobs, less routine work

¤ Specialized, individualized jobs

¤ Remote, virtual workers

¤ Continuing cost/budget pressures

¤ Workers with different needs and priorities
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The case for PM 2.0
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The essence of PM 2.0
PM is a management process that provides 
direction, alignment, control, and progress 
toward strategic goals

Focus on direction and connection—goal 
setting, alignment, and progress forms the 
backbone
Stop ineffective PM 1.0 practices:  Evaluation, 
P4P, differentiation, 
Implement other practices to fill the void
Make teams the primary focus of PM

Distinguish “motivating employees” from 
“managing their compensation
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The case for goals and purpose
The science supporting the effects of goals on 
performance of individuals and teams is substantial

Goals direct, energize, encourage persistence and require 
plans and strategies

Specific

Challenging

Commitment

Something important to work on, being a part of something 
bigger than yourself--purpose, meaning

Self-efficacy

Participation

You can’t buy commitment

Feedback
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The case for progress, positivity
Progress toward goals is more important than achieving goals

Sense of progress toward goals mediates effects of day-to-day 
events on affect—events that facilitate progress lead to positive 
affect, events that block progress lead to negative affect

Positive affect drives fulfillment and success

Amabile—”Progress in meaningful work” drives engagement, 
performance and innovation

A higher ratio of positive to negative feedback/experiences is 
better for optimal mental health and human functioning

Positive interventions increase satisfaction, fulfillment, motivation, 
well-being, and performance

Negative feedback is more potent than positive feedback.  Use 
sparingly, better for prevention goals
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The case for teams
Work is increasingly being done in teams, 
importance of teamwork
Teams are more effective than individuals
We have a deep-seated need to belong 
Isolation is bad, connectedness is good
Stars depend on others (“B” players, team 
members)
Talent myth.  Other factors beyond talent/ability 
explain the success of stars (luck, the system, 
organizational resources and support)
Stars are at the tail of a distribution that is mostly 
error
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PM 2.0 re-thinks rewards
Rethink Rewards

¤ Organization-based reward programs (profit-sharing, 
gain-sharing, stock ownership)

¤ Market-based pay increases

¤ Cost of living adjustments

¤ Pay above market for key talent and critical skills

¤ Pay the person instead of the job

¤ Create a robust internal labor market, more promotions, 
go back to narrow banding

¤ Invest in other ”rewards” (non-monetized recognition, 
training, learning, and development experiences

¤ Take care of high-potentials in other ways

¤ Create a separate PIP for employees in trouble

Rethink Motivation
¤ Direction and alignment

¤ Purpose and meaning

¤ Progress

¤ Positivity

¤ Belonging

¤ Mastery (the work)
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Moving to PM 2.0 won’t be easy
Leaders need unlearn old beliefs

Employees need to unlearn old beliefs, rules

Teach employees to want different things

We will need strong supervisors

Significant transition concerns, OCM challenges

Need a compelling story…running toward 
something not away from something
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Alex Honnold free soloing El Capitan.  Credit:  The Telegraph
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For more information
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alancolquitt@alancolquitt.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alan-colquitt-ph-
d-45810b6/

https://twitter.com/acolquitt

www.alancolquitt.com

https://www.alancolquitt.com/blog-1
“The world’s worse disease”
“Size doesn’t matter—United Airlines Bonus Lottery”    
”Will this be on the test?”
“It’s Differentiation Season”
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Questions?
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Back Up
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PM 2.0 Principles
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Simple

Context-heavy

Performance focus

Progress mindset

Team-oriented

High-touch

Fit the work

Positive

Flexible

Supervisor-driven



PM 2.0 Tactics
Work-unit planning process

Flexible, directional team and individual goals, documented simply, supervisor 
drives

Continuous process, regular team/individual check-ins reflecting cadence of the 
work.  Focus on context, progress, support.  No annual cycle

More detailed reviews at meaningful work milestones (AAR’s).  No formal 
documentation

Technology lite…”bite-sized”

Separate, robust PIP process for poor performers with different requirements

ST development goals included in performance objectives, separate career 
development processes for the rest

Rewards focused on market, more promotions, shared capitalism

Robust high-potential programs and goodies while still investing in everyone else

Use other information and special performance assessments to make other 
decisions (staffing, promotion, development, talent ID, reallocation)
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